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Claessen, D. and de Roos, A. M. 1995. Evolution of virulence in a host-pathogen system with local pathogen transmission. - Oikos 74: 401-413.
If hosts can be effectively infected by more than a single pathogen and pathogen transmission is spatially homogeneous, natural selection favors higher virulence levels,
since pathogens run the risk to share their host with other co-exploiters or lose it entirely to a stronger competitor. In a host-pathogen system where pathogen transmission is localized between neighboring hosts, infected hosts either occur in relatively
small patches, isolated from each other by susceptible hosts, or the entire spatial domain is more or less evenly covered with infected hosts with only few susceptible
hosts in between. The patchy distribution arises when multiple pathogen infections
have a large negative effect on pathogen productivity and leads to less virulent pathogens being favored. The contiguous distribution of infected hosts occurs when multiple infections are less deleterious and leads to more virulent pathogens being favored.
In contrast, when multiple host infections are not possible, selection favors the pathogen with a maximal basic reproduction ratio irrespective of the mode of pathogen
transmission. The spatially heterogeneous distributions that emerge because of local
pathogen transmission have additional consequences for pathogen invasion and population dynamics.

D. ClaessenandA. M. de Roos, Dept of Pureand AppliedEcology,Univ.of AmsterTheNetherlands.
dam,Kruislaan320, NL-1098SMAmsterdam,

Pathogens exploit their hosts to produce offspring that the presence of such a trade-off generally favors an incan infect other susceptible host individuals. As a draw- termediate level of virulence (May and Anderson 1979,
back the host often experiences a disease-induced mor- Ewald 1993, Antia et al. 1994).
tality, which is referred to as the pathogen's virulence. If
Also the occurrence of subsequent infections (co-inthe transmission rate (i.e. the rate at which new infective fections) of the same host individual favors more virupropagules are produced) and the virulence of a patho- lent pathogen strains. Van Baalen and Sabelis (1995)
gen can evolve independently, evolution would favor an studied the influence of a special case of co-infection on
increase in pathogen transmission rate and a decrease in the evolution of pathogen virulence, in which hosts
virulence (Levin and Pimentel 1981). Both changes in- could be exploited simultaneously by one or two, possicrease the number of new infections a pathogen can pro- bly different pathogen clones (we will use the term
duce during its entire life, since pathogens shorten their "clone" in this paper to denote the population of pathoown infective period if they induce a high host mortality gens inside a host that is initiated by a single infection).
rate. When a trade-off exists between transmission rate When a singly infected host (a host infected by one
and virulence, however, a lower infectivity is the price a pathogen clone) becomes infected a second time, both
pathogen pays for extending its infective period, that is clones are less efficient in producing new infections than
prolonging its host's life-time. Though the precise out- when exploiting a host on their own. The disadvantage
come depends on the details of the relation, selection in of sharing a host with a competitor leads to selection for
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pathogensthatexploit hosts less prudently,i.e. aremore
virulent(see also Nowak and May 1994). Less prudent
pathogenskill their host more quickly and hence run a
smallerriskof competingwith anotherpathogenclone.
In most studiesthatinvestigatethe evolutionof virulence it is assumedthat the host-pathogensystems are
homogeneouslymixed, due to, for instance,rapidhost
movement or rapid pathogen transmissionover relatively largedistances.The homogeneityassumptionimplies thatevery host, be it susceptibleor infected,interacts equallystrongwith all otherhosts.Hence,the infection processis completelydeterminedby the densitiesof
susceptibleand infected hosts. In contrast,if pathogen
transmissionis local, the spatialdistributionof the infected and susceptiblehosts will become importantfor
the infectionprocessand groupsof infectedand susceptible hosts mightbecome spatiallyisolated.As a consequence of the spatial heterogeneitythat might arise in
the host-pathogensystem,the pathogen's"mobility",i.e.
its capacity to spread through space (de Roos et al.
1991), may become an importantfactorfor the population dynamicsof hosts andpathogensandfor the evolution of the pathogenvirulence.
In this paperwe studythe populationdynamicaland
evolutionary consequences of local transmission of
pathogensin contrastto global or long rangetransmission. We studyhow local transmissionmodifies the influence of co-infection,as a mechanismleading to increasedpathogenvirulence,in the presenceof a tradeoff relationbetweenpathogentransmissionrateand virulence. To limit the scope of the studywe focus on the
special case of co-infection, in which host individuals
can be infectedby eitherone or two clones of the same
or differentpathogenstrains.Weassumethatthis special
case is representativefor the general case, in which
within-hostcompetitioncan occurbetweentwo or more
differentpathogen strains.The same special case but
with globaltransmissionwas studiedby VanBaalenand
Sabelis (1995). We show thatthe mode of transmission
(local vs global) becomes very importantfor pathogen
evolutiononly whenco-infectionsarepossible.

General model description
The model representsa host-pathogensystem in which
sessile hosts live on a squarelattice with cyclic boundaries, every host having four nearestneighbors.All results presentedare obtainedusing a latticeconsistingof
64x64 sites. Largerlattices were used occasionally to
check thatthe presentedresultswere independentof the
latticesize used.Everysite of the latticerepresentsa single host individual.A host can be uninfected,singly or
doublyinfectedandthe degreeof infection(none,one or
two pathogenclones present)determinesits death rate.
The total numberof hosts is assumed to be constant.
Therefore,a deadhost is immediatelyreplacedby a new,
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uninfectedhost. Since the simulationmodel represents
all hosts individually,the spatialaspectsof the infection
processareincorporatedin an entirelyexplicitmanner.
Two modes of pathogentransmissionare considered:
local and global transmission.When transmissionis local the pathogen'spropagulescan only infect the four
nearestneighborsof the infectedhost and hence the infectionspreadsin a diffusiveway.To unravelthe precise
influence of the local transmission,this mode of dispersalis comparedwith the situationin whichpathogens
are capableof global transmission.Globaltransmission
is modelledas a processin which every host individual
can infect any otherhost on the entirelatticewith equal
probability.Though biologically maybe less realistic,
with global transmissionthe spatialdistributionof hosts
does not play a role anymore,the law-of-mass-actionapplies andthe dynamicsof the system arecompletelydeterminedby the densities of susceptibleand infected
hosts ("density limited dynamics", de Roos et al.
(1991)). Withglobal pathogentransmissionthe dynamics can hence also be describedusing ordinarydifferential equationsfor the fractionsof uninfected,singly and
doublyinfectedhosts. The phraseinteractionneighborhood is used to indicateall hosts, with which a specific
host individualcan interact.In case of local pathogen
transmission,the interactionneighborhoodof a host
consists of its fournearestneighbors.Withglobal transmission,the interactionneighborhoodis identicalfor all
hosts andconsistsof the entirelattice.
The systemwith local pathogentransmissioncan only
be modelledas an individual-based
model(IBM).Its implementationis reminiscentof modelsthatareknownas
"infiniteparticlesystems"or "probabilisticcellularautomata"that operate in continuoustime. Events like
deathand infectionthus happenasynchronouslyto different hosts. The events that may occur are: (1) host
deathand (2) transmissionof infectivepropagules,possibly followed by infectionof a new host.
Host death may be due to disease unrelatedcauses,
which are assumedto be density independent,or to the
disease inducedby the pathogen.Hence, deathof uninfected hosts occursat a rate li, the backgroundmortality
rate. Death of infected hosts occurs at a rate l+oci,in
whicha,iis the disease-inducedmortalityrate.The index
i refersto the host type as determinedby the numberof
clones thathave infectedthe host (i = 1: hosts are singly
infected;i = 2: hosts aredoublyinfected).
Eachpathogenclone inside an infectedhost transmits
infective propagulesto otherhost individualsinside its
interactionneighborhoodat a ratePi.Therefore,a host of
type i transmitsinfective propagulesto hosts inside its
interactionneighborhoodat a totalrateequalto the sum
of the per clone transmission rates (i4i). Infective

propagulesare ending up with a host that is randomly
selectedfrom the interactionneighborhood.If the target
host is susceptible(i.e. of type i < 2), infection takes
place. Otherwisethe propaguleis lost and the event is
cancelled.Since the probabilitythattransmissionis sucOIKOS74:3 (1995)

cessful depends on the fractionof susceptiblehosts in
the interactionneighborhoodand there is a limit to the
numberof pathogenclones that a host can carry,transmission is either globally or locally density dependent.
The rateat which a particularhost is receivinginfective
propagulesfrom otherhosts inside its interactionneighborhood obviously depends on the fraction of these
hosts thatis infectedand theirtransmissionefficiencies.
This rate, which is referredto as the force of infection
h(sj),for a host at site sjequals:
q

h (sj)

= Eiiyi(s)

(1)

i =1

whereq is the maximumnumberof clonesthathostscan
carrysimultaneously(q = 1 or q = 2 in this paper).yi(sj)
is thefraction of hostsof type i (withan i-fold infection)
in the interactionneighborhoodof the host at site sj. Underglobal transmissionyi(s) is independentof the site sj,
because the interactionneighborhoodis the entire lattice. Under local transmission,yi(sj)is the fraction of
hosts amongthe fournearestneighborsof site sjwith an
i-fold infection.
The simulationprocess proceedsas follows: when a
host becomes infectedfor the first or the secondtime, a
randomwaitingtime-valueis generatedon the basis of
the appropriatewaitingtime distribution.This distribution is of exponentialformwith a rateparameterspecific
for the type of host. For a host thatbecomesinfectedfor
the first time, the rateparameterequals pu+ a, + p3.The
analogousparameterfor a doublyinfectedhost equals,u
+tX2+2p2. When time passes on, a singly infected host
might become infected again before it finishes waiting.
If such a changein host stateoccurs,a new waitingtime
is determinedwith parameterspertainingto a doublyinfected host. The randomwaitingtime-valuedetermines
at which futuretime the host eitherdies or transmitsan
infective propagule.At the selected time a singly infected host dies with a probability(p + (cX)/(p
+ och
+ p3I)
and transmitsan infectivepropagulewith probability3i/
(A + oa + p,). Whicheverhappens is determinedrandomly, taking into account these probabilities.For a
doublyinfectedhost the correspondingprobabilitiesare
(P + ac2)/(p + {X2 + 232) and 2f3J(p + a2+ 232). If a host
dies, it is immediatelyreplacedby an uninfectedhost individual (This assumptionalso allows us to ignore the
backgroundmortalityprocess of uninfectedhosts entirely). If an infected host transmits an infective
propagule,a targethost is selectedrandomlyfromits interacting neighborhood.The target host becomes infected (again)if it is not yet doublyinfecteditself. After
a successful infection a new waiting time is drawnfor
boththe sourceandtargethost.

Single infections and global transmission
Populationdynamics
With global transmissionevery host interactsequally
strongwith every otherhost individualand the interaction neighborhoodis independentof thehost's spatiallocation. If hosts can only become infected by a single
clone (q=l), thefractions of all hosts thatareuninfected
and singly infectedcompletelydeterminethe dynamics
andevolutionof hosts andpathogens.Let thesefractions
be denotedby x(t) andyl(t), respectively.Given the assumptionson host death and transmissiondiscussedin
the previoussection, the dynamicsof x(t) and y,(t) can
be describedby the following systemof ordinarydifferentialequations(ODEs):
dx
dt

= (g+ta,)yl-hx

dyt
d = hx(g +a)y,
dtwith the force of infection h = P3y, following eq. 1.
Since x + y' = 1, these two ODEs can be replacedby a
single ODEfor yi:
dy,
- (g +
dt- = Py (I1- y)
xol)y,

Thepossibilityof pathogeninvasionintoan entirelyuninfected ("virgin")host populationis determinedby the
pathogen'sbasic reproductionratio, generallyindicated
with the symbolR0(Heesterbeek1992). The basic reproductionratiocanbe interpreted
as the expectednumberof
secondaryinfectionscausedby a pathogenthatestablishes
itself in a memberof a virginhostpopulation.Becauseof
theglobaltransmission,
all infectivepropagulesof thefirst
infectedhost will be transmitted
to uninfectedhosts and
hence lead to a successfulinfection(the probabilitythat
the first infected host transmitsan infective propagule
twiceto the samehostis negligible).Therefore,in the currentmodelR0equalstheproductof thetransmission
rate3
andthe averagelifespanof aninfectedhost 1/(js+ ota):
p

RR
0 -+

+ cc,

(3)

Obviously,a pathogen'sR0shouldexceed 1 (the critical
value) to be able to invadethe host populationsuccessfully. Following invasion,the system always converges
towardsthe fixed point
-

x=

+a1

Pi

ylyl=-= 1OIKOS 74:3 (1995)

(2)

+a
Pi

(4)
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which is positive and globally stable as long as R0>1.
Therefore,if a single pathogencan invadea healthyhost
population(i.e., if R0>1), it will settle at a stable endemic equilibrium.
Pathogenfitness and optimality
If a trade-offexists between the pathogen'svirulence
and its transmissionrate, the disease-inducedhost parametersa, and 13can be assumedto dependon a single
parameter,_.? representsthe host exploitationstrategy
of the pathogen,which we considerto be relatedto the
densityof pathogensinside the host. Together(lX(?)and
P3(?)constitutea relationbetweencosts andbenefitsfor
the pathogen.We have assumedthatvirulence,aC,(?),
always increaseswith ?, reflectinga highermortalityrisk
with increasingpathogendensitiesinside the host. The
transmissionefficiency, P3(?), we have assumedto increase with ? towardsa maximumandto decreaseafterwards. The increasecan be interpretedto representan
enlargedprobabilityof transmissiondue to higherpathogen densities inside the host, whereasthe decreasereflects a processof "over-exploitation"
in whichtoo high
densitiesof the pathogencause severe symptomsto the
host that impede it to transmitthe pathogen.As a specific example we have chosen the following functions
(Fig. 1):
aX1(?)

m? (2-E)

(5)

'

R1((*)
+c

-

X
(E*)

)

I

Only if Ri(?, ?*) > 1 will a mutantinvade the resident
host-pathogensystem.
Given a residentpopulationwith strategy2* and the
trade-off(5) betweenpathogenvirulenceand transmission rate,the mutantstrategywith the largestreproductive success is found by maximizingR,(?, ?*) with respect to ?:
aR1 (E, ?*)

and
a

(7)

2

E2R1 (E, ?*) < 0

Using the expression(6) for R1(E,?*) these conditions
lead to the following, implicit equationfor the mutant
strategywith the largest reproductivesuccess (i.e. the
"best"or "optimal"invader):
1Pt (e)
al

= CmX?

P1 (E) =

I

(e)

+1 (e)
)A+a,(e)

(8)

where O1'(?) and P3'(?) denote the derivative with respect
to ? of aX(?) and P1(?), respectively. Since the relation

To distinguishthe strategyof a residentpathogenpopu- above does not involve the residentstrategyat all, the
lation from that of an invadingmutantwe will denote mutantstrategye, which satisfies (8), is always the best
the first with ?*.
invader,irrespectiveof the residentsituationit enters.
When a mutantpathogenwith a strategy?* entersa This strategyis hence an evolutionarystable strategy
host-pathogensystem in equilibrium,in which all resi- (ESS): when it has establisheditself, all otherstrategies
dentpathogenshave a strategye, the numberof second- necessarilyhaveRI< 1.
ary infectionsproducedby the mutantequals:
Fig. 1 shows the assumedtrade-offrelation(5) between pathogenvirulenceand transmissionrate and illustratesa graphicalmethodto determinethe values for
these
traitsthat would constitutethe best invadingmuR1 (E, E*) =
()
(6)
tantstrategy.As arguedabove,these valuesforman ESS
as well. Whenco-infectionis not possible andtransmisIn this equationa,(?) and Pi(t) denotethe virulenceand sion is global, an intermediatelevel of virulenceis evotransmissionrate of the mutantpathogen,respectively, lutionarilystable.
and x (?*) is the equilibriumdensityof uninfectedhosts
Fromeq. (6) it is clear that a mutantcan only maxias imposedby the residentpathogenpopulation.Eq. (6) mize R,(?, 2*) by maximizing the quotient Pl(?)/(p +
expresses that the number of secondary infections aX(?)),which simultaneouslyminimizesthe density of
R,(?,?*) producedby the mutantequals the productof susceptiblehosts x (2) in the equilibriumimposedaftera
three factors: (1) its transmission rate P1(?), (2) its ex- successfulinvasion(eq. (4)). On the one handthis shows
and (3) the probabilitythat once morethatthe strategywiththe highestinvasioncapectedlifespan l/(p + oCi(?)),
an infective propagule encountersa susceptible host pabilitiesis also evolutionarilystable,on the otherhand
x(?*). The latteris determinedby the residentpathogen it shows thatwithoutthe possibilityof co-infectionevopopulationand beyondcontrolof the mutantitself. Ob- lution leads to a maximalR0= P,/(p+ (x) (Bremermann
viously,if the mutantstrategywould not differfromthe andThieme 1989, Nowakand May 1994).
residentstrategy,it would produceexactly one secondary infectionin equilibrium:
404
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Fig 2. The fractionof singlyinfectedhosts in themodelwithout
co-infectionas a function of the parametercombinationPi/
A
(p+(Xi),whichequalsR0in case of globaltransmission.Simulasingly infected host mortalityp+a1(e)
tions with the spatiallyexplicit IBM were run for 1500 time
unitsfor variouscombinationsof ,3andp+Ctl(Note thatin the
of the trade-offrelation(5) single infectionmodel we can take lu+(Xas a single,joint paFig. 1. A graphicalrepresentation
(solid paraboliccurve) betweenpathogenvirulence(lx(e) and rameter).Averagehost densitieswere determinedover the last
transmissionratep1(e).The solid anddottedlines areusedto de- 500 time units. Stochasticfluctuationsaroundthese averages
terminethe optimalinvaderfor the single anddoubleinfection were small. Open squares:global transmission.Closed diamodel,respectively.The pointswherethese lines aretangentto monds: local transmission.The simulationresults for global
the trade-offrelation,satisfythe conditions(8) and(14), respec- transmissionfully agreewiththe analysisof the ODEmodel(2).
tively. PI is the origin and P2 has coordinates(-h, -h P2/
(P+-X2)).Solid arrows:virulenceand transmissionrate of the
mutantstrategythatis the best invaderwhenco-infectionis not erwise virgin environment will immediately experience
possible.This strategyis an ESS as well. Dashedarrows:viru- a decreased density of susceptible hosts in its environlence andtransmissionrateof the best invadingmutantstrategy
the pathogento one of
with co-infection.Becausethe coordinatesof P2involve h this ment,as soon as it has transmitted
is not necessarilyan ESS (see also Van Baalen and Sabelis its neighbors.Therefore,the assumptionof a densityin1995)

Single infections and local transmission
Population dynamics

In simulationsof the IBM with global and local pathogen transmissionthe observeddynamicsof host densities are qualitativelysimilar,both display an (over- or
under-damped)approachto a dynamics in which the
density of infected hosts fluctuatesarounda relatively
constantlevel. These latterfluctuationsare small in all
simulationsand appearto be of a stochasticnature.We
thereforeconcludethatthe stabilityof the systemis not
affectedby the spatialstructure.The averagehost densities obtained with global pathogen transmissionare
identicalto the resultsobtainedfrom the analysisof the
ODE (2). This identitycorroboratesthe correctnessof
the IBM implementation.Fig. 2 shows the averagefraction of singly infectedhosts as a functionof the parameter combinationf,/(J + (X,),which equalsR0in case of
global transmission.(Althoughstrictlyspeakingthis parametercombinationcan not be identifiedwith R0any
longerin case of local transmission,we will continueto
referto it as suchfor presentationalreasons.)
The maindifferenceinducedby local pathogentransmission is the consistentlylower averagedensityof infected hosts for all values of R0.For R0-valuesslightly
largerthan 1, the system with local transmissioneven
tends to end up in an entirelyuninfectedstate. That is,
pathogensdo not persist and pathogeninvasion is impossiblefor these values of R0.Withlocalizedtransmission and infection,an infectedhost individualin an othOIKOS 74:3 (1995)

dependentsituationthat was crucialto derive the invasion criterionRo> 1 in case of globalpathogentransmission, is not appropriate
any longer:a locally transmitting
pathogenobviously has to producemore than a single
offspringduringits lifespanto be able to invade.On the
basis of more detailed simulationswe determinedthat
the invasion thresholdin case of local pathogentransmissionwas approximatelyequalto R0o=1.64.
This result
is consistent with the theoreticallyderived value of
1.647 (Broweret al. 1978, KatoriandKonno 1990, Sato
et al. 1994)for an organisminvadinga two dimensional,
lattice-structured
spatialdomain.
Withincreasingvalues of the ratioP,/(a + (cx)the difference in averagedensitiesbetweenthe two modes of
transmissiondisappears(Fig. 2). Visualinspectionof the
simulateddistributionsof infectedand susceptiblehosts
indicatesthat the decreasingdifferenceis relatedto a
shift towardsmorehomogeneousspatialdistributionsin
the local transmissioncase. The relativelyconstantaverage fraction of infected hosts that is ultimately approachedin the simulationscan only occur, when the
probabilitythatan infectedhost dies andis replacedby a
susceptiblehost equals the probabilitythat it infects a
susceptiblehost in its neighborhood(both probabilities
expressedper unit time). A spatiallyheterogeneous,i.e.
a clustered,distributionof infectedhosts obviouslyimplies thatthe fractionof susceptiblehosts in the interaction neighborhoodof a particularinfectedhost is lower
thanexpectedon the basis of the fractionof susceptible
hosts in the entirespatialdomain.This under-representation effectively limits the pathogen's potential for
growthand leads to lower averagedensitiesof infected
405
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but possibly negligible probability to survive for a considerable period after introduction even with global
transmission. Nonetheless, all mutants, different from
the ESS for global transmission that constitutes the resi0.06 dent pathogen population, have a lower probability to
1.98
IJ,E
establish themselves. This ESS for global transmission
also tums out to have the highest probability of success0.04 o
o
ful invasion, if the resident population is not an ESS (results not shown). Fig. 3 illustrates that the invasion prob= 1.96
cmissionis local. The presented results are for
.ability of a mutant strategy is indeed proportional to its
.0
R0. From the invasion experiments with non-ESS resident populations we concluded that this probability
moreover increases in an absolute sense with an increasing difference between the Roof the mutant and the resi001.94
dent pathogen strategy.
o
o
From these results it can be inferred that in the abmutant strategy
d a coesponding
( a)
sence of co-infections the mode of pathogen transmisin fection model sion (local versus
Fig. 3. The probability of invasion in thesingle
global) does not affect the final outresident
into a
when
ESS
transby a mutant strategy
population
= 1.0, determissionis local. Thepresented result are for
= 2.0 come of an evolutionary process in pathogen virulence.
s
However, the trajectory to attain this evolutionarily stain the trade-off relation (5) and p = 0.25.
th For ese parameter
valuesthe ESS with global
is characterized
transmission
by
ble virulence level can be different for the two modes of
sspatho= 0.5,whichstrategy corresponds
the
to
combination
parameter
transmission, since they do affect the population dynam= 0.75 and
p+aCl
Pe = 1.5 (i.e. R0= /(pp+ c,) = 2.0). This ESS ics.
for globaltransmission
is chosenas the resident
pathogenpopulation.Mutants with
a differentstrategyE and a corresponding
=PI()/(p c)(e))
+
value
are int roducedat low densities
forR0(e)
intothe resident host-pathogensystem
its after transient
apabundancies of susceptibleand
inproachto relativelyconstant
fected hosts. The probabilityof successful invasion is deter- Double
infections
mined
as the mutant
fraction
of thatis capableto surpathogens
vive for at least
1000 time units after introduction.Foreach When a host can be infected by two, possibly different
=of0.01, 0.02.1.99
value
least 200 invasionexperiments
susceptib at
clones, the population will consist of a mixture of unino utto deterdine
wer c earried
thisprobability.
by
fected, singly infected and doubly infected individuals.
The fractions of these different hosts in the population
hosts in comparison with a globally
transmitting
patho- will be denoted by x(t), y,(t), and y2(t), respectively (x +
with the same parameter
mal combination for and p + y+y2 = 1 for all t).
gen
a= (cf.
increas
the ingrelation between and
From an evolutionary perspective, pathogen clones in
y R= ade+ relat)
in the equilibriumcondition (4)). The
resultsin singly infected hosts have to anticipate the possibility of
a larger value within-host competition after further infection. We have
transmission
Fig. 2 indicate that withlocal
ofR th= e1/( + o,)appare ntly
to less dramatic un- assumed that pathogens are capable of adopting a differleadsa
a
this of sort,
more ent strategy when a second clone infects the host and
der-representation
implying
spatially
be
homogeneous distribution. This shift might
that the order in which the two clones infect the host
explained
the
in
overall
fractionof suscep- does not influence their effectiveness. Therefore, we asby the general decrease
tiblehosts with largervalues ofR0Fig,
since with extremely sume a pathogen to have a particular strategy ? for exlow densities susceptible
of
it is obvious
hosts
that all
ploiting a singly infected host on their own and a differsusceptible hosts are fully surrounded by infected indi- ent strategy q for sharing a doubly infected host with anviduals, irrespective of the mode of pathogen transmis- other pathogen clone. Since we consider the possibility
sion.
of more than two infections to be negligible, the outcome of the competition process within a doubly inPathogen fitness and optimality
fected host is independent of its environment. It is thereWith global transmission the strategy with the largest R0 fore reasonable to assume that the population dynamics
= [5/(p + aXI),given the constraints imposed by the trade- and the mode of pathogen transmission will not affect
off relation (5), is evolutionarily stable. The same result the evolution of q. Based on these arguments we limit
is obtained in case of local pathogen transmission. Fig. 3 ourselves to the investigation of the evolution of ?, the
shows the results of a set of invasion experiments with strategy for exploiting a host that is still prone to further
local transmission, in which mutant pathogens were in- infections. The parameters a2 and [2, denoting the virutroduced into a resident population that would be an lence and transmission rate of a pathogen clone in a douESS, were transmission global (?* = 0.5 for the used set bly infected host, are hence assumed to be fixed for both
of parameters; see the legend of Fig. 3). Because the resident and invading mutants at values that are the optiIBM is a stochastic model, all mutants have a non-zero, mal outcome of a separate evolutionary process, inde-
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pendentof the pathogentransmissionmode. Doubly infectedhost individualsthushave a disease-inducedmortality rate oc and a pathogentransmissionrate equal to
2p2 (see eq.(l)).
For simplicity we have also assumedthe host backgroundmortalityrate to be negligible (p = 0). This assumptionhas no consequencesfor the populationdynamicalresults presentedbelow, since the parameterp
alwaysoccursin combinationwith cX,or 02 as a sum p +
a,. For the evolutionof pathogenvirulencethe assumption p = 0 is expectedto have a quantitativeeffect only:
If the host backgroundmortalityrateis very high, the influence of the disease-inducedmortalityon the dynamics of the system is very small. By assumingp = 0 we
considerthe situation,in whichthe pathogen'svirulence
has the largestimpacton the dynamicsof the systemand
selectiveforces areexpectedto be strongest.

-

2(h+a1)

x 2(2h+1)

a2 (2h + a)

+ ~2

+h

a2h
Yl=

-2
0X2(2h + cc,) + h
h

(10)

-2

Y2 =

h
a2 (2h

-2

+ X,) + h

wherethe force of infectionin equilibriumhiis the root
of the quadraticequation:
-22

h +2(ci2-f2)h+

(a01-J1)a2 = 0

(11)

As in the model with only single infections,the possibility of invasionis determinedby the expectednumberof
offspringproducedby a singly infectedhost in an otherwise virgin environment.Because the probabilitythat
Global transmission
two infectivepropagulesproducedby this firstpathogen
end up with the samesusceptiblehost is negligiblein the
Populationdynamics
densityindependentsituationconsidered,we can ignore
Withglobalpathogentransmissionthe dynamicsof x(t), the possibilityof co-infectionaltogether.Pathogeninvay#(t),andy2(t)can be describedby the following system sion is hencepossibleif
of ODEs:
dx
=
+
dt
a1Y
0

12Y2-

hx

dyt

dt = hx- hyl - a

dy2
-t = hy1- t2Y2

R 0=

(X

>1

(cf. eq. (3) with p = 0). If pathogeninvasionis possible,
the equilibriumeq. (11) has a single positiveroot:
(12)

where (txy,and a2y2describethe disease-induceddeath
of singly and doubly infected hosts, respectively,followed by immediatereplacementwith uninfectedindividuals.hx andhy, modelthe infectionof uninfectedand
singly infectedhosts, respectively,with h = fiy, + 2p2Y2
(eq. (1)).
Using the conditionx + yi + y2 = 1, these threeODEs
can be replacedby the following two ODEsfor yi andy2

Pathogenfitness and optimality
Pathogenevolution is investigatedby consideringthe
numberof secondaryinfectionsthat a mutantpathogen
with strategy? produceswhen invadinga residentpathogen populationwith strategy?*. It is assumedthat this
residentpathogenhas imposeda stableequilibriumsituation, in which X (?*), 3
y(?*), and 2(e*) denote the
fractionsof uninfected,singly infected and doubly infected hosts, respectively,given by (10). The equilibdyt
riumforce of infectionimposedby theresidentpathogen
dt- = h (1 - 2y1 - Y2) - a1Yl
is denotedby h (E*)andfollows fromeq. (12).
The expectednumberof offspringR,(?,?*), produced
(9)
dY2
by an invading mutant, can be determinedfrom the
dt = hyl - 2Y2
probabilitiesthat an infective propaguleof this mutant
on enteringthe system, first encountersan uninfected,
If a pathogencan invade,the fractionsof uninfected,sin- singly infectedor doublyinfectedhost, respectively,and
gly infectedand doublyinfectedhosts always converge the expectedproductivityof the encounteredhost thereto a stableequilibrium(appendixA), given by:
after(see the life-cycle graphin Fig. 4):
1. With probabilityX (?*) the mutantpropaguleinfects an uninfectedhost, where after it will on average
producePi(?)/(aI(?)+ h (E*))new infectivepropagules,
as long as the host is singly infected.With probability
h(?*)/((a(?)+ h (?*)) the host will subsequentlybecome
OIKOS74:3 (1995)
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of the optimal invaderinto a residentpopulationwith
strategy?:
PI

3l(e)

()
?a,(?)

a,l(?)

Fig. 4. The three possible routes in the life cycle of a single
pathogen propagule when co-infections are possible. A newly
produced infective propagule can encounter an uninfected, a
singly infected or a doubly infected host, respectively (top).
Only the first two possibilities lead to production of new infective propagules by singly and doubly infected hosts, respectively (middle). The singly infected host can become infected
another time and produce additional propagules as a doubly infected host (middle). Solid arrows indicate state transitions of
the host following pathogen infection, dotted arrows indicate
production and transmission of infective propagules.

doubly infected and produce on average anotherf3Ja2
new propagulesof the mutantpathogentype.
2. Withprobability3y(e*) the mutantinfects a singly
infectedhost andproduceson averagePj2/c new propagules.
3. With probability y

2

(?*) the mutant will first en-

countera host thatis alreadydoublyinfectedand hence
producenothingat all.
Adding these contributions weighted by their proba-

(e) + ah (e*)
(*)
+
+ h(?*)

(14)

The solutionof this equationwill be denotedby o,,. The
occurrenceof the equilibriumforce of infectionh (?*) in
the equationaboveimpliesthatthereis not a single strategy with the highestreproductivesuccess underall circumstances,but that the residentpopulationinfluences
which strategyis the best invader.The optimalinvader
strategyis hence a functionof the equilibriumforce of
infection. For the trade-offrelation(5) an explicit expressionfor the optimalinvaderhas beenderivedby Van
Baalen and Sabelis (1995):

(15)

(m
+

,,,

+t

_23 2a2

The dependenceon h (?*) introducesa feedback between pathogenevolutionand the populationdynamics:
replacementof a specificresidentstrategy?* by the best
invadergiven this resident,?,,,(h(?*)), will change the

equilibrium force of infection from h (?*) to h (?opt),
which in turn changes the fitness of all mutant strategies.
In other words, by outcompeting the resident pathogen
the best invader itself changes the population dynamical
state to such an extent that it might not be the best invader any longer. Therefore, the replacement process of

bilities of occurrence,leads to the following expression pathogen strategies will continue until that pathogen
for R,(?, ?*):
R

1 (?)

*

(Xl()
+

+h (?*)

h

oaC()

(?2)
*+h ()

*

strategy has established itself, which is the best invader
of its own population. That is, until

)-*
eop, (h (c*))

(13)

2l
32-

PI

(:) + a h (*)

a, (e) + h (e*)

[2

-

+ - Y1,)(*)
2

As before, without the possibility of co-infection, the
mutant strategy ? only affects its fitness Rl(?, ?*)
through its parameters oa,and f3i.On invasion, the influ-

= E*

(16)

Graphically,this equationimpliesthatthe evolutionarily
stable strategycorrespondsto the intersectionpoint of
the curve relatingthe force of infectionto the resident
strategy,h (?*), and the inverse of the optimalinvader
strategy, given a particular force of infection, i.e. the inverse of eq. (15) for cop(h) (Fig. 5; see also Van Baalen
and Sabelis 1995). The value of ?* that fulfills condition

(16) and hence constitutesthe ESS, can only be calculatednumerically.Because h dependson ac2and 32(eq.
(12)), the ESS value for ? will do so as well. With inence of the mutanton x, y l and h is negligible.
creasinga2, i.e. a decreaseof the effectivenessof doubly
The mutantpathogenstrategywith the highestrepro- infected hosts, selection favors pathogensthat exploit
ductivesuccess (i.e. the best or optimalinvader),given a the singly infectedhosts less prudently.
resident pathogen population with strategy ?*, can be
The relation(14), which determinesthe optimal infound by substitutionof expression(13) into the condi- vaderstrategygiven a residentpathogenpopulationwith
tions for a maximum value of R,(?, ?*) (eq. (7)). This

strategy ?, can again be interpreted graphically in terms

leads to the following implicitequationfor the strategy of the trade-off (5) (cf. the discussion following eq. (8)).
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host competition reduces the effectiveness of a pathogen
in doubly infected hosts in comparison with its effectiveness when exploiting a host on its own.
Numerical investigations of the ESS as a function of
the parameters aX2and 32 indicate that the evolutionarily
stable value of ? leads to an equilibrium state in which
the density of doubly infected hosts y2 is maximized
(Note that this maximization occurs within the constraints imposed by the trade-off between aC(?) and
(3(?)).The ESS hence minimizes the fraction of susceptible hosts x + y 1in equilibrium, since x + y + 2 = 1.
In the single infection model this fraction of susceptible
hosts (x) at equilibrium was minimized as well by the
ESS. These observations can be explained by the "competitive exclusion" principle (Bremermann and Thieme
1989). In model simulations with random pairs of competing pathogen strategies, not constrained by the tradeoff relation (5), it is indeed always the strategy that imposes the highest value of y2 in equilibrium that outcompetes the other (results not presented in detail). Apparently, the strategy that minimizes the fitness of rare
mutants (the ESS) is at the same time the strategy that
outcompetes every other strategy in equilibrium (i.e. that

Fig. 5. Graphical illustration of the ESS relation (16) for-the
double infection model. The equilibrium force of inifectionh is
a function of the exploitation strategy c* of the residentpathogen population. The mutant strategy Cop,that is the 1bestinvader, minimizes x + y = 1 - y 2).
in tum depends on the equilibrium force of infectiion h (Here
the inverse of this relation is drawn by flipping tthe x- and yaxis). The ESS (marked by the arrow) is found at the intersection of the two curves (see also Van Baalen and Sabelis 1995).
Local transmission

Fig. 1 illustrates that the optimal invader straategy again
corresponds to the intersection point of the trade-off
curve spanned by at(e) and P3(E)with a particular tangent line. In contrast to the single infection sittuation, the
latter does not pass through the origin, but thr^ougha reference point with coordinates (-h, -h J2/(p-+ Ca2))(Van
Baalen and Sabelis 1995). Moreover, the c)ptimal invader strategy only corresponds to an ESS, iif the equilibrium force of infection h occurring in th(ese coordinates is in accordance with the value of aCt(?
) and P3z(?)
of the tangent point (following eq. (12)). From the
graphical analysis in Fig. 1 it can be deduced that the
possibility of within-host competition favors more vimlent pathogens than expected on the basis off the single
infection model, as long as:
P2
+a 2 <

Pi
+aI

(see also Nowak and May 1994 and Van Baa]len and Sabelis 1995). The right-hand side of this inequality is the
slope of the tangent line for the single infec tion model
(see Fig. 1). Selection favors higher virulencie when coinfection is possible, because more virulent pathogens
avoid the negative consequences of within-ho st competition (Nowak and May 1994, Van Baalen and Sabelis
1995). The condition expressed by the inequ;ality above
is biologically realistic, since it implies that Ithe withinOIKOS74:3 (1995)

Pathogen invasion
With local transmission, density dependent processes influence the possibility for a pathogen to invade a virgin
environment. In the single infection model these influences resulted in a threshold value of R0= P,I/Ac, 1.647
required for invasion, as opposed to the (density independent) threshold value R0o=1 for the single and double
infection model with global transmission. When co-infection is possible, a locally transmitting pathogen will
experience non-negligible densities of both singly and
doubly infected host individuals in its environment, immediately after its invasion into a virgin host population.
Therefore, the probability that a pathogen with local
transmission invades a virgin environment will depend
on the full set of parameters (x,, 1, a29 and P2. This dependence is simplified in the special case that ax2is infinitely large, implying that a singly infected host dies instantaneously as soon as it gets infected for the second
time. On the basis of a set of simulations with the spatially explicit IBM, in which a small number of pathogens was introduced in an uninfected host population,
we concluded that pathogen invasion in this case was
possible with R0= P3/ac larger than approximately 2.5.
This increase from a threshold value of approximately
1.647 when co-infection is not possible, can be explained by the fact that a single pathogen quickly increases its own (density dependent) mortality risk by infecting adjacent hosts.
If a host can maximally be infected by two pathogen
clones, the critical R0-value required for invasion will
409
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depend on the relative productivity of the singly and
doubly infected hosts. If a doubly infected host is less efficient than a singly infected host (i.e. 22/a2 < Pi/oc, as
is the case when 0U2is infinitely large), the threshold
value will be larger than 1.647. If the reverse holds, the
threshold value will be smaller than 1.647, possibly even
smaller than 1. (Note that the productivity of a doubly
infected host is the sum of the productivities of the two
pathogen clones P32/(2).It seems biologically reasonable
to assume that p2/3J2<P1/cA1,
which implies that the
within-host competition has a negative influence on the
productivity of a single clone. However, the total productivity of a doubly infected host can easily be larger
than that of a singly infected host. When co-infection is
possible and transmission is local, the threshold value
for R0=13/ot can hence be larger or smaller than 1.647,
depending on c2 and 12.
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Equilibrium densities
As in the single infection model, all IBM simulations '00
with global and local transmission approached a rela- .o 0.2
tively constant level of uninfected, singly infected and
0
doubly infected host densities after an initial transient
0
0.5
1
2
1.5
2.5
in
the
Stochastic
fluctuations
around
phase
dynamics.
these levels were small. Fig. 6 shows the average fracdoubly infected host mortality a2)
tions of singly and doubly infected hosts for both global
Fig. 6. Average fractions of singly (top) and doubly infected
and local transmission. The results obtained with global hosts (bottom) as a function of the mortality rate of doubly intransmission in the IBM simulations again fully agree fected hosts or2.For each value of ox2simulations with the spatially explicit IBM were run for 1500 time units. Average host
with the analysis of the ODE model (9).
densities were determined over the last 500 time units. StochasA striking qualitative difference induced by local tic fluctuations aroundthese
averages were small. Open squares:
transmission in the double infection model is the occur- global transmission. Closed diamonds: local transmission. The
rence of a maximum in the curve relating the average simulation results for global transmission fully agree with the
xl =
fraction of singly infected hosts y I to OC2(Fig. 6). This analysis of the ODE model (9). Other parameter values:
0.30, f= 0.75, and [2= 1.5. Note the breakpoint at a* = 1.1 in
maximum coincides with a breakpoint value of or2(here- the topP graph.
after indicated with a*) that separates a parameterregion
with hardly any differences in the fraction of singly infected hosts between the two modes of transmission,
from a region with an increasing difference. The fraction This shift in spatial patterning can be characterized by
of doubly infected hosts y 2 is rather similar with both the changes in spatial correlation between singly inmodes of transmission for all values of 0X2considered, al- fected hosts at nearest neighbor sites with increasing valthough this fraction is consistently lower when transmis- ues of c02 (see Fig. 7). For values of r2< a* this spatial
sion is local. The exact value of xa* decreases with in- correlation is close to 0, indicating that singly infected
creasing values of Ocland increases when either 31or 32 hosts are virtually not clustered at all under these ciris increased. Although the breakpoint can be found for cumstances but more or less randomly distributed. For
each of the four parameters when varied over a range of oX2> xa*the spatial correlation between singly infected
values, we will limit ourselves to studying how changes nearest neighbors progressively increases, attesting the
in aX2affect the population dynamics and evolution.
more and more aggregated occurrence of this host type
Visual inspection of the spatial distribution of the dif- in the spatial domain. The range of parameter values
ferent host types over the spatial domain shows that for where spatial clustering of singly infected hosts does not
large values of Oc2 (o2?>> a*), small patches of singly and occur will be referred to as the "super-patch"regime (oC2
doubly infected hosts occur that are separated from each < t*), its complement will be referred to as the "patchy"
other by regions of totally uninfected hosts. With de- regime (OC2> t*2).
creasing values of ?C2 the patches grow in size and become less and less isolated from one another. For values Pathogen fitness and optimality
of ao2 a* the individual patches have grown to the ex- The influence of local transmission on pathogen fitness
tent that they merge into a single, almost contiguous was investigated by carrying out invasion experiments
patch. For still lower values of oC2the entire spatial do- with mutant pathogens into a resident host-pathogen sysmain is more or less evenly covered with infections. tem after transient dynamics had completely disap410
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Table1. Pathogenstrategieswithhighestinvasionprobability
a host-pathogen
systemwithdoubleinfectionsandlocaltransmission,in whichthe residentpathogeneitherhas the predictedESS
or the strategythatmaximizesthe
for localpathogentransmission
fractionof doublyinfectedhostsin equilibrium
(the y 2,maxstratevirulence
gy).Thevaluesin column2 thru6 referto thepathogen's
forsinglyinfectedhosts.Invadingmutantswithdifferentvala(X(?)
valuesof f3i(?)(obtainedfromthe
ues of a(?e)andcorresponding
at low densitiesintothe resitrade-offrelation(5)) areintroduced
denthost-pathogen
to relatively
systemafterits transientapproach
of susceptibleandinfectedhosts.Theprobaconstantabundancies
as thefractionof mutant
bilityof successfulinvasionis determined
pathogensthatis capableto surviveforatleast1000timeunitsafter
Eachinvasionexperimentwas repeatedat least 100
introduction.
times.Otherparameter
values:am= 0.7, 3m,= 1.2,and 32 = 1.5.

Global
Localtransmission
doubly infected host mortality(a2)
Transmission
Fig. 7. Spatialcorrelationin the occurrenceof singly infected
hosts at neighboringsites as a functionof a2, the disease-inESS
PredictedBestinvader j2,max Bestinvader
ducedmortalityrateof doublyinfectedhosts, in case transmis- a2
ESS
intoESS strategy intoY2,ma
sion is local. The spatialcorrelationis computedas the ratioof
the spatialcovarianceof singly infectedhosts at nearestneigh- 0.5
0.086
0.085
0.24
0.25
0.26
bor sites and their spatial variance. The spatial covariance 0.9
0.32
0.325
0.35
0.35
0.34
equals P(yl(Sj)yI(sj+))-(P(y1(sj)))2, where P(
)y(sl(j+l)) is the
1.1
0.35
0.35
0.37
0.35
0.35
probabilitythattwo singly infectedhosts occurat adjacentsites 2.0
0.42
0.41
0.31
0.35
0.31
andP(yl(sj))is the fractionof singly infectedhosts in the entire
lattice. The spatial variance reduces to P(yI(sj))(l-P(yi(sj)))
sincethe presenceof a singlyinfectedhostis a booleanquantity.
Otherparametersas in Fig. 6.

peared. The strategy of the resident pathogen was taken
equal to the ESS, predicted on the basis of the analysis of
the global transmission situation. When co-infection is
possible, however, the average or equilibrium force of infection h has been shown to play a crucial role in the selection process (Fig. 5). Differences in pathogen evolution might thus arise because of direct influences of local
pathogen transmission or indirectly because local pathogen transmission changes the average force of infection.
To compensate for these indirect influences, population
dynamical observations were used to obtain a relation
h (?*) between the average, local force of infection at
any particularsite and the resident pathogen strategy,that
holds for the local transmission case. The stabilization of
the average fractions of the different host types at relatively constant levels after a transient phase implies that:
h(*) y (6*) - a2Y2( *) = 0
(cf. the second ODE in the double infection model (9)).
For given values of a2 and 32, simulations with local
pathogen transmission were carried out for a range of
?*-values within the context of the trade-off relation (5)
(using fixed values for amand m). The observed average
fractions of singly and doubly infected hosts were substituted into the conservation relation above to obtain an
estimate for h (e*). A polynomial interpolation curve
through these numerical observations on h (?*) was used
to estimate the intersection with the inverse of the curve
cop,(h) (eq. (15), see Fig. 5). The thus predicted ESS was
chosen as the resident strategy in the invasion experiments with local pathogen transmission.
OIKOS 74:3 (1995)

With global transmission the ESS also was the strategy that maximized the density of doubly infected hosts
at equilibrium, y 2. With local transmission the predicted
ESS did not in general maximize y 2. For the same values of a2, 32, am,and [3m, the invasion experiments were
hence repeated with the strategy that was found to maximize y 2 as the resident pathogen (referred to as the y 2,max
strategy).
Table 1 shows that in general the predicted ESS can
be invaded by mutant pathogens. Only at the "breakpoint" value a2 = a* = 1.1 the predicted ESS is the best
invader of its own population (and hence truely an ESS).
For a2 < a* (the "super patch" regime), more virulent
strategies can invade, whereas in the "patchy"regime a2
> a* the best invader tums out to be less virulent than
the predicted ESS. The pathogen strategy that is most
successful in invading the predicted ESS strategy tums
out to be the best invader of the y 2,max strategy as well.
Further invasion experiments indicated that this most
successful invader strategy is (at least locally) an ESS.
Moreover, in the "super patch" regime a < a* the optimal invader strategy is the y 2,max
strategy itself. In the
> a* pathogen strategies that are less
"patchy"regime Oa2
virulent than the y 2,maxstrategy are evolutionarily stable.
At the breakpoint a2 = a* the predicted ESS, the y 2,max
strategy, and the best invading strategy are all identical.

Discussion
Previous studies of the evolution of virulence when coinfection is possible (Nowak and May 1994, Van Baalen
and Sabelis 1995) have only considered spatially homo411

geneous pathogentransmission,which most likely is an
idealizationof any real host-pathogensystem. We have
studiedanotherextremeidealization,in which transmission is only possible between nearest neighbors.The
presentedresultsclearlysupporttwo conclusions:(1) localized pathogen transmissionand the inherentlystochastic natureof interactionsbetween individualslifts
the operationof naturalselectionprocessesfrom the individuallevel to a higherlevel of organization,and (2)
explicitlyaccountingfor the spatialdimensionin pathogen transmissionwill only have a significantinfluence
on the evolutionof virulenceif co-infectionis possible.
We have shownthatpredictionsof the ESS with local
pathogentransmissionon the basis of principlesthatdeterminethe ESS when pathogentransmissionis global,
fail if host individualscan be infected by more pathogens simultaneously.We hypothesizethatthis failureis
due to the differentrelationbetweeninvasionandpopulationestablishmentof a mutantpathogenunderthe two
modes of transmission.If pathogentransmissionis global, successful invasion of a mutantpathogenimmediately implies population establishment.The ESS is
hence the residentstrategythat minimizesthe expected
reproductivesuccess (R,) of all raremutantsthat might
invade. When present at low densities, the density of
these mutantswill thenonly decreaseandpopulationestablishmentwill be impossible.
Withlocal pathogentransmission,due to the stochastic natureof the interactions,all mutantswill always
have a non-zero probabilityto increase their numbers
temporarily,even though their expected reproductive
success (R,) is smallerthan one. The thus arisingsmall
mutantpopulationforms a patch. Establishmentof the
mutantpathogennow hinges on whetherthe patch will
grow or shrink.This causes mutantestablishmentto be
less intimatelytied to its invasionas in the global transmission case. Dependenton the spatial distributionof
the residentpathogenpopulationthe fate of the patchof
mutant pathogens will either be influenced more
stronglyby local competitionwith the surroundingresident populationfor susceptiblehosts, or by a colonization processof areaswith completelyuninfectedhost individuals.The latterprocesscan be comparedto the possibility of pathogeninvasion into a virgin host population, wherepurelyindividualconsiderationsequallyfail
to predictpathogensuccess when transmissionis local.
All observationsclearly indicatethat the importantselection forces with local transmissionoperate on the
level of a groupof individuals(see also Boerlijstet al.
1993).
Forlow valuesof (X2in the doubleinfectionmodel (in
the "super patch" range of the parameter space, ix2< ?c*)

observeddensitiesof infectedhosts arehigh and the entirespatialdomainis eventuallymoreor less evenly covered with infected individuals. Here selection favors
more virulent pathogens. In line with the arguments
above,competitionbetweengroupsof relatedpathogens
seems to play a crucialrole in the selectionprocessun412

derthese conditions:the ESS correspondsto the strategy
that maximizesthe density of doubly infectedhosts y2,
which is also the strategythat would always win the
competition with any other pathogen if transmission
were to be global.
In contrast,in the "patchy"rangeof parameterspace
(cC2 > o*2), relativelylargepartsof the spatialdomainare
occupied by susceptible hosts. Naturalselection now
turns out to favor pathogenstrainswith a lower virulence. Given the trade-offrelation(5), a lower pathogen
virulenceimpliesa highervalue of Ro=Pj(?)/ax(?)(Note
that the ratio P3/(a, always decreases, while xocincreases
with ?). Intuitively,the increasedvalue of Rosuggests a

largercapacityof the pathogento spreadinto uninfected
partsof the spatialdomain.The observationson the minimumvalue of Ronecessaryfor invasionin the single infection model with local transmission(R0 1.647) and
the doubleinfectionmodel with a2 takeninfinitelylarge
(Ro0 2.5), indeedconfirmthat a largervalue of R0leads
to moreeffectivepathogeninvasioninto areaswith susceptiblehosts.
Alternatively,the lower virulenceof the ESS in the
"patchy"regime might be interpretedin the light of a
process akin to kin selection (Frank 1992, 1994). Becauseof the localizedtransmissionandthe patchydistributionof infectedhosts, pathogensin a patchof infected
hosts are likely to be closely related.A lower pathogen
virulence implies a larger total transmission,while a
host is singly infected, at the expense of an increased
risk of within-hostcompetition.Since any subsequent
infection is most likely with a member of the same
pathogenstraingiven the local kinshipin a patch,double
infectionsprobablytranslateinto twice as largea reproductive success for the pathogenclone as a whole, in
comparisonto the situationwhere two differentclones
sharea host. Althoughin directcompetitionwith more
virulentstrainspathogenswith a reducedvirulencewill
still lose out, they will be able to expand much more
quicklyinto unexploitedpartsof the spatialdomain,due
to theirmoreco-operativebehavior.
Whenco-infectionis not possiblewe have shownthat
the spatialaspectsof the transmissionprocessdo not influencethe evolutionof pathogenvirulence.We consider
thisto be relatedto the absenceof anypopulationdynamical influenceon the selectionprocess,even if transmission is global. Irrespectiveof the mode of transmission,
anypathogenwouldimposean averageforceof infection
afterdynamictransientshave disappeared,which equals
the mortalityrateof the (at most singly) infectedhost individuals.The approximatestationarityof the dynamics
indicates that this will hold on average at all spatial
scales. Wherevercompetitionbetween two strains of
pathogenswill occurin the spatialdomain,it seems logical thatthe one which can impose and hence persistunder the highest force of infection(and hence maximize
the densityof singly infectedhosts y i) will dominate.
Localizedtransmissionalways has a considerableinfluence on the populationdynamicsof a host-pathogen
OIKOS74:3 (1995)

system. More specifically, it always makes an epidemic
outbreak of the pathogen more difficult, since density dependent influences are hampering the spread of the pathogen right from the startof the outbreak.A higher capacity
to spread, in terms of a higher value of R0, is hence required for successful invasion. In case co-infection is possible an additional influence of local transmission is the
occurrence of two distinct types of spatial distribution of
infected hosts: In the "super patch" parameter range infected hosts practically cover the entire spatial domain,
while in the "patchy"regime the mobility of the pathogen
(interpretedin terms of its rate of spatial spread relative to
the rate of patch deterioration)is apparentlytoo low to exploit the entire spatial domain at any one time.
The results presented in this paper are derived with a
specific choice for the trade-off relation between pathogen virulence and transmission rate. Based on a limited
set of simulations with different functions, we expect
that the exact form of the relation, whether it increases to
infinity, towards an asymptote or towards a maximum
with a subsequent decline, does not play a role as long as
transmission increases deceleratingly with virulence.
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Appendix A
Stability analysis of the double infection model with global transmission
Linearization of the system of ODEs (9) around the internal equilibrium (y 1, Y 2, h ) specified by eq. (10) and
(12), respectively, leads to the following Jacobian matrix:

P

(1 -2y

-y2)

-2

ti-a,

22(1

-

-2Y-Y2)

P13y + h

- Ca2

22Y

Using the conditions dy Jdt = 0 and dy Jdt = 0 to simplify the top-left entry and bottom-right entry of J, respectively, shows that both diagonal elements of J are always negative:
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As a consequence, the trace of the Jacobian matrix J is
always negative. The determinant of J equals:
-2

~2
-2

= 2h2 + 2,Yh

+ 4p2yh

- 22h

= 2h +2(a2-32)h
Condition (11) shows that this expression is always positive, if R0= P/oc, > 1. The internal equilibrium is therefore always stable.
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